A new area multidetector dosemeter for mixed n-gamma fields.
A new instrument to assess neutron ambient doses has been designed and constructed. In its design, spectrometric capabilities have been implemented that allow to take into account the energy spectrum of the neutron field in the evaluation of the operational magnitude, ambient dose equivalent, H*(10). This dosemeter is based on the moderation-absorption technique and can be employed over a wide range of energies from thermal to 20 MeV. It consists of a spherical shaped polyethylene moderator with a set of thermoluminescence dosemeters (TLDs) inserted in different positions of its interior to evaluate the external neutron energy spectrum. At this moment the system uses pairs 6LiF:Mg,Ti (TLD-600) and 7LiF:Mg,Ti (TLD-700) thermoluminescence dosemeters for a better gamma discrimination. The dosemeter response matrix was calculated using the MCNP4C Monte Carlo code (MC). The viability of the dosemeter for area dosemetry has been examined experimentally showing its capabilities over a wide range of energies.